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ABSTRACT
Millimeter-wave (mmWave) is one key enabler for high data rates
in (beyond-)5G wireless communication networks. The use of di-
rective beams and the shorter transmission range in mmWave
communications make it easily obstructed or blocked by humans
in dynamic real-world scenarios. Connectivity diversity, a solution
to link disruption and blockage, could be achieved by deploying
distributed multi-point infrastructure. To this end, a mmWave User
Equipment (UE) requires a multi-reception capability. This paper
investigates how different multi-point connectivity schemes, es-
tablished by a set of non-cooperative and cooperative serving Base
Stations (BSs), perform in the ideal Line-of-Sight (LoS) and the
worst-case blocked scenarios. The results and analysis found that
the impact of intra-cluster interference on spectral efficiency is
much more significant than the blockage. Without any interference
cancellation, regardless of LoS or blocked scenarios, adding extra
serving BSs does not necessarily improve the spectral efficiency
due to the dominant inter-stream interference within a cluster of
services.
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• Networks → Network performance evaluation; Network
measurement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) bands are preferred in (beyond-)5G
wireless communication networks, as their abundant bandwidth
support high data rate communication [1]. Due to high free-space
propagation loss in these bands, directive beams are used to com-
pensate for such loss. Consequently, a mmWave link can be easily
blocked by an object or human, resulting in a significant attenua-
tion.

In the sub-6 GHz band, connectivity diversity achieved by multi-
point connectivity aims to improve spectral efficiency. One form of
connectivity diversity is cell-free massive Multiple-Input-Multiple-
Output (MIMO), where multiple coordinated and distributed Base
Stations (BSs) serve a smaller number of User Equipment (UE) simul-
taneously in the same time-frequency domain [2]. It requires a large
number of cooperative BSs orchestrated by a Central Processing
Unit (CPU) to be densely deployed.

Going up to mmWave frequencies, multi-point and/or multi-
beam could alleviate the blockage problem of mmWave links and
guarantee link reliability. Distinct mmWave features such as direc-
tive beams, smaller transmission ranges and being easily influenced
by blockers make the implementation of multi-point connectivity in
this band require further investigation. In [3, 4], it is demonstrated
that using cooperative BSs can improve the coverage and link relia-
bility against blockage in mmWave cellular networks. In [5], the
use of cooperative multi-point BSs for enhancing link reliability
and suppressing interference in mmWave cellular network has
been studied using measured data where the simultaneous trans-
mission/reception is limited to up to three reception beams with
limited combining schemes. Several studies on mmWave cell-free
have been performed. In [6, 7], a theoretical performance analysis
of mmWave cell-free MIMO is discussed. User association and beam
alignment in mmWave cell-free have been studied in [8, 9], while
the mobility issue in mmWave cell-free has been tackled in [10].

Although the previous studies have demonstrated the advan-
tage of spectral efficiency brought by mmWave cell-free MIMO, the
measurement-based analysis on the impact of blockage and intra-
cluster interference in mmWave multi-point connectivity, in particu-
lar the mmWave cell-free MIMO, is missing. Without doing this, we
could not conclude the benefit of mmWave cell-free MIMO when
subject to intense blockage and interference. This paper investi-
gates the capacity performances of mmWave cell-free MIMO and
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compares it with a non-cooperative multiple-points of Single-Input-
Single-Output (M-SISO) approach, considering the multi-reception
ability of a mmWave user through a measurement campaign.

The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We leverage our mmWave and massive MIMO testbed to create
a cluster of mmWave multi-point networks with different multi-
point connectivity schemes, in which a set of BSs serves a UE
with multiple RF chains simultaneously in the cooperative and
non-cooperative way. The scenario where a set of cooperative
BSs serve a UE represents a cluster of mmWave cell-free MIMO
networks.

• In addition to evaluating multi-point connectivity in ideal Line-
of-Sight (LoS) scenarios, we also investigate the network per-
formance with the presence of multiple blockers mimicking the
realistic mmWave scenario where the blockage is one challeng-
ing but common issue. Attenuation per link due to the blockage
is analyzed, and the advantage of having multiple receiving
beams at UE is demonstrated.

• A noticeable insight from our measurement results is that hav-
ing multiple serving BSs does not necessarily bring enhanced
spectral efficiency since inter-beam (intra - cluster) interference
is still dominant in practice. We observed that the intra-cluster
interference impact on the capacity performance is more sig-
nificant than the blockage.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first measurement-based
study on the performance of mmWave cell-free MIMO networks
under realistic blockage scenarios. From the measurement results,
we analyze both human blockage and intra-cluster interference
impacts on the spectral efficiency performance of differentmmWave
multi-point connectivity schemes, providing instructive insight to
the wireless communication community reaching beyond mmWave
frequencies.

2 MULTI-POINT CONNECTIVITY SCHEMES
In single-point connectivity, each UE only establishes a connec-
tion with one serving BS, which is not reliable for mmWave com-
munications in dynamic environments as the directive mmWave
link is highly vulnerable to blockage by, e.g., humans or vehicles.
Therefore, mmWave multi-point connectivity has been proposed
for enhancing reliability and coverage [5]. To this end, multiple
BSs should be densely deployed to cover the area to ensure link
availability.

Fig. 1 illustrates two mmWave multi-point connectivity schemes
working in non-cooperative and cooperative ways. To this end, a
UE is equipped with multiple RF chains enabling multi-reception
from a set of serving BSs. The illustration only shows one cluster
serving one UE, whereas, in reality, multiple clusters exist, and each
BS has a multiple-transmission capability to serve multiple UEs
simultaneously.

2.1 Non-cooperative M-SISO
In the cellular system, a non-cooperative scheme in which there is
no cooperation among cells (i.e., BSs do not share channel informa-
tion) has been studied [11]. For the non-cooperative multi-point
connectivity scheme, we consider that a set of spatially distributed
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Figure 1: Illustration of mmWave multi-point connectivity
schemes

serving BSs sends multiple SISO streams to a UE without coop-
eration. A cluster consists of 𝐿 serving BSs and one UE, where
each BS serves the UE with one beam. Reciprocally, the UE re-
ceives from each BS with an associated beam. That is, 𝐿 receiving
beams, supported by 𝐿 RF chains, are used at the UE side for direc-
tional reception. The received downlink signal from BS𝑙 at the UE,
ŷl ∈ C𝐿×1, can be expressed as:

ŷl =
√
𝑝𝑙 ĥl𝑠𝑙 + 𝑛, (1)

where 𝑝𝑙 is the transmit power at BS𝑙 , ĥl ∈ C𝐿×1 is the channel
transfer function between BS𝑙 and the UE, including the antenna
gain at both sides, 𝑠𝑙 is the transmitted information, and 𝑛 is the
noise at the UE.

Since the subset of serving BSs are not cooperating, any signal
received by each UE’s beam other than that from the intended
associated BS causes interference. Therefore, each UE’s RF chain
computes the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) indi-
vidually without any combining scheme, and thus, the UE treats
the transmission as multiple SISO links. The downlink SINR of
transmission from BS𝑙 to the UE for this scheme is calculated as
follows:

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷𝐿
𝑙

=
𝑝𝑙 |ĥl |2

𝐿∑
𝑗≠𝑙

𝑝 𝑗 |ĥj |2 + 𝑛2
, (2)

where ĥj ∈ C𝐿×1 represents the undesired signal from other serv-
ing BSs causing intra-cluster interference. Since only one UE is
considered, inter-cluster interference is not taken into account. The
aggregated downlink spectral efficiency of the UE is then calculated
as follows:

𝑆𝐸𝐷𝐿 =

𝐿∑︁
𝑙=1

log2 (1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷𝐿
𝑙

) . (3)

2.2 Cooperative (Cell-Free) MIMO
In this scheme, a set of spatially distributed cooperative BSs serves
the UE at the same time-frequency domain. Each serving BS shares
the channel information of the UE collected during the channel
estimation period. The channel information from all serving BSs is
gathered by the CPU through fronthaul links. The CPU combines
all of them to design a precoding vector for each serving BS to
transmit information to the UE, creating a cell-free MIMO multi-
point scenario. During the channel estimation period, all 𝐿 serving
BSs estimate their channels with the UE, denoted as ĥl ∈ C𝐿×1,
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and the CPU combines all estimated channels between the set of
serving BSs with UE as Ĥ = [ĥ1, ... , ĥL] where Ĥ ∈ C𝐿×𝐿 .

We consider the Maximum Ratio (MR) and the Zero Forcing
(ZF) precoding schemes for the joint processing of the cooperating
multi-point BSs. The combined channel estimation Ĥ is used to
calculate the combining vector. The combining vector of MR is
represented as follows [12]:

VMR = Ĥ ∈ C𝐿×𝐿, (4)

while the combining vector of ZF is represented as follows:

VZF = Ĥ
(
(Ĥ)HĤ

)−1
∈ C𝐿×𝐿, (5)

in which V = [v1, ... , vl]. The precoding vector of the UE is calcu-
lated as follows:

wl =
vl
∥vl∥

, (6)

where wl ∈ C𝐿×1 is normalized and W = [w1, ... , wl] ∈ C𝐿×𝐿
is the precoding matrix. Since we consider channel reciprocity in
Time Division Duplex (TDD), the precoded signal transmitted by
BS𝑙 to the UE becomes:

𝑥𝑙 = wl𝑠𝑙 , (7)

thus the downlink received signal at the UE becomes:

ŷl =
√
𝑝𝑙 ĥl ·wl𝑠𝑙 + 𝑛. (8)

The downlink SINR of transmission from BS𝑙 to the UE is calculated
as follows:

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝐷𝐿
𝑙

=
𝑝𝑙 |wH

l ĥl |
2

𝐿∑
𝑗≠𝑙

𝑝 𝑗 |wH
j ĥj |2 + 𝑛2

. (9)

Unlike in the non-cooperative M-SISO scheme, in cooperative
MIMO, the precoding vectorW is aimed at suppressing the intra-
cluster interference from other serving BSs, especially in the ZF
scheme. The aggregated spectral efficiency per user is calculated
using (3).

3 MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN
3.1 The mmWave MIMO testbed
Our mmWave MIMO testbed consists of a pair of Butler Matrix
units, a mmWave front-end operating in the frequency range of
25 - 30 GHz, and multiple USRPs. A Butler Matrix unit can either
transmit or receive 16 orthogonal beams where the pattern of the
beams depends on frequency [13]. The beam pattern of the Butler
Matrix at 26.0 GHz is depicted in Fig. 2, in which the beams at the
centre have a narrower beamwidth and higher gain compared to
the beams at the edge. The gain differences between the strongest
and weakest beams can reach up to 20 dB.

The Tx USRP transmitting intermediate frequency 𝑓𝐼𝐹 of 2.4 GHz
with 20 MHz bandwidth is used to generate the mmWave signal 𝑓𝑅𝐹
at 26.0 GHz. The 𝑓𝐼𝐹 is inputted to an input port of the Tx Butler
Matrix, and ERASynth+ RF Signal Generator operating at 𝑓𝐿𝑂 =
11.8 GHz is connected to the Local Oscillator (LO) port of the Butler
Matrix. The up/down conversion taking place in a Butler Matrix
unit follows [14]: 𝑓𝑅𝐹 = 2𝑓𝐿𝑂 + 𝑓𝐼𝐹 .
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Figure 2: Beam pattern of Butler Matrix at 26 GHz

In the Rx Butler Matrix, all 16 beams receive the signals coming
from different directions of all transmitters. All available ports of
the Rx Butler Matrix are connected to the 16 input ports of Rx
USRPs, and the LO port of the Butler Matrix is connected to the
signal generator. The signal generator is synchronized for both Tx
and Rx Butler Matrix. The additional Rx gain of 31.5 dB is added to
the Rx USRPs.

All USRPs run LabView Communications MIMO Application
Framework [15]. Pulse Per Second (PPS) and 10 MHz clock refer-
ence signals are used to synchronize the Tx and Rx USRPs. The
framework has a TDD signal frame structure with OFDM sym-
bols where the uplink pilot is used to estimate the channel. The
measurement parameters are shown in Table 1.

3.2 Measurement scenario
The measurement scenario mimics a cluster of the user-centric
network in which a UE is served by multiple BSs simultaneously.
We consider up to eight distributed BSs where the different colour
of the beam indicates different serving BS, as is depicted in Fig. 3.
The Tx Butler Matrix acts as a serving BS that performs downlink
transmission to the Rx Butler Matrix, acting as a UE. The measure-
ments are conducted in an indoor environment of 11×6.5 m2. UE
is located in the far field of all serving BSs; the nearest and the
farthest distance between UE and serving BSs are 2.4 m and 3.4 m,
respectively. The height of the UE and the BSs is 90 cm from the
ground. The same heights for UE and BS are chosen because the
Butler Matrix beams are fixed and separated in 2D. Despite this, it
mimics the real-world scenario because the BS beam would steer
to the UE in any case.

The scenario implementation challenge is that only one pair of
Tx and Rx Butler Matrix units is available, making it impossible to
realize simultaneous transmissions from eight different BSs. Nev-
ertheless, we aim to capture the stationary scenario in coherent

Table 1: Measurement parameters

Parameter Value
BS transmit power (𝑝𝑙 ) 0.1 mW

Operating frequency (𝑓𝑅𝐹 ) 26.0 GHz
Bandwidth 20 MHz

Additional Rx gain 31.5 dB
Noise (𝑛2) -93.85 dBm

Distance of UE - BSs 2.4 - 3.4 m
Height of UE - BSs 90 cm
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Figure 3: Measurement setup and blockage scenario

snapshots (time samples) and sequentially measure the channel
for eight different BS positions and blocker positions. The position
of UE and eight serving BSs is illustrated in Fig. 3. In each mea-
surement, 100 symbols are captured, in which a symbol duration
contains 100 complex channel state information samples of 100
subcarriers per receive antenna. UE measures the channel using 8
out of 16 Rx available beams in which Rx beams: 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13
and 15, as indicated in Fig. 2, are selected at the UE. The selection
of those beams is based on the physical beam alignment with all
serving BSs. We capture the complex channel information for each
BS position and combine the channel information of all serving BSs
through post-processing. This way, the intra-cluster interference
from other serving BSs is also captured.

We also aim to capture the human blockage impact since it sig-
nificantly affects the performance of 5G mmWave communications
in the 26 GHz band [16]. To capture the effect of multiple blockers,
we used objects representing multiple human blockers in the field
of view of the mmWave BSs-UE cluster. In each measurement run,
three blockers are placed in three different points out of twelve
possible points (P1 to P12). Ten different position combinations (B1
to B10) are realized to represent the multi-blockers’ randomness,
as depicted in Fig. 3.

3.3 Human blockage emulation
To ensure the measurement’s reproducibility and repeatability, and
to avoid ethical concerns, we do not use real human as a blocker.
Instead, we use objects with similar attenuation properties to emu-
late the human body as a blocker. Several papers have studied the
emulation of human blockers using objects such as phantom and
water-filled pipes [17, 18].

We conducted preliminary measurements with different objects,
such as a mannequin made of fibre and a 19 L gallon with a diameter
of 27 cm filled with water, to find one that can represent the human
blockage between the mmWave link. The received signal level is
measured using a spectrum analyzer with the results shown in Fig. 4.
From the results, attenuation caused by the presence of the human
body is 14.7 dB, approaching the attenuation results obtained by [19]
which is up to 13.9 dB at 26 GHz. The received signal level caused by
the water gallon is similar to that caused by the actual human body,
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Figure 4: Attenuation of various objects

indicating similar attenuation properties between them. Meanwhile,
the fibre mannequin causes less attenuation compared to the human
body. Therefore, the gallon filled with water is chosen to replace
the human body as a blocker for enabling repeatable blockage
measurements.

4 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 Attenuation per mmWave link analysis
Multi-blockers’ presence results in a lower received power com-
pared to the non-blocked scenario. Each link is affected differently
by the blockage, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The figure presents the
different consequences on link performance resulting from the ten
different positions B1, B2, · · · , B10 of the three blockers. The re-
ceived power levels from the eight beam pairs between UE and
the BSs are presented for each blocked scenario. One notable beam
characteristic of the Butler Matrix is the lower array gain for beams
at the edge of the field of view, as was shown in Fig. 2. It results
in a lower received power at UE from BS1 and BS8, even in a free
space scenario. Blocking these beam pairs influences the received
power level significantly, as shown in Scenario B8 and B9 in Fig. 5,
where the BS1-UE link is blocked.

The most significant link power degradation due to blockage
is observed in Scenario B5, where four beams are affected by two
blockers standing close to the UE (P10 and P11 in Fig. 3). Meanwhile,
the least degradation is observed in Scenario B10, verifying that
the performance degradation caused by human blockage can vary
a lot depending on the positions of the blockers. The CDF of the
received power level for the free space and all the blocked scenarios
is shown in Fig. 6. It shows that almost 20% of the power levels in
blocked scenarios are below the minimum power level in the free-
space scenario. By having multi-point connections with spatially
distributed BSs, one or several beam pairs will not be affected by
the blockage, as shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Spectral efficiency analysis
The number of serving BSs is proportional to the aggregated spec-
tral efficiency. However, increasing the number of serving BSs leads
to higher intra-cluster interference, according to (2) and (9). Despite
using a narrow beam for communication, the multi-point connec-
tivity still experiences intra-cluster interference, affecting the SINR
performance. The signal power leakage due to the imperfect beam
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pattern of the Butler Matrix, as shown in Fig. 2, as well as the re-
flection from the environment, are the main factors contributing to
the intra-cluster interference. Fig. 7 describes how the increase in
the number of serving BSs affects intra-cluster interference under
different multi-point connectivity schemes. For the same number
of serving BSs, the SINR of Cell-Free MIMO with Zero Forcing
precoding (CFM-ZF) scheme is significantly higher than both non-
cooperative M-SISO and Cell-Free MIMO with Maximum Ratio
precoding (CFM-MR) schemes due to the optimal combining vector
of ZF that cancels out the noise and interference. Besides, adding
additional serving BSs in M-SISO and CFM-MR schemes signifi-
cantly reduces the SINR because of the increasing of intra-cluster
interference. However, it’s not the case with the CFM-ZF scheme;
regardless of the number of serving BSs, the noise and interference
suppression capability is stable.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the spectral efficiency for themen-
tioned multi-point connectivity schemes. The spectral efficiency
of single-point connectivity is indicated by one serving BS. In the
M-SISO and CFM-MR schemes, having two serving BSs decreases
the spectral efficiency as the interference increases. After adding
a certain number of serving BSs (i.e. four and five for M-SISO and
CFM-MR, respectively), the spectral efficiency starts matching the
single-point connectivity. It indicates that these two schemes are in-
efficient, considering the number of serving BS required to level up
with the spectral efficiency of the single-point connectivity scheme.
On the contrary, with the CFM-ZF scheme, the spectral efficiency
grows linearly with the increasing number of serving BSs. CFM-ZF
significantly outperforms other multi-point connectivity schemes

regarding spectral efficiency, primarily when more BSs are used,
due to its better intra-cluster interference suppression capability
than others.

The blockage slightly reduces the spectral efficiency in all schemes.
However, the spectral efficiency gap between CFM-ZF and two
other schemes is significant. Having only two serving BSs in CFM-
ZF already outperforms the spectral efficiency performance of eight
serving BSs without interference cancellation. It shows that the
impact of intra-cluster interference is much more significant than
the blockage.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper presents ameasurement-based blockage and intra-cell in-
terference analysis on the performance of different mmWave multi-
point connectivity schemes under the ideal LoS and the blocked
scenarios. The multi-point connectivity schemes are evaluated in
a cluster with multiple BSs serving one UE. One scheme with the
cooperation between BSs represents the mmWave cell-free MIMO
networks. From the numerical analysis, the cooperative (cell-free)
MIMO with the ZF scheme achieves significantly higher spectral
efficiency than the other schemes, regardless of the blocked or free-
space scenario. The advantage of having multi-point connectivity
under blocked circumstances is also demonstrated. One noticeable
insight is that the intra-cluster interference impact on the capacity
performance is much more significant than the blockage. Thus, a
scheme with better interference cancellation is crucial for mmWave
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multi-point connectivity networks. We will consider adding mul-
tiple users to analyze the impact of inter-cluster interference for
future work.
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